Hardware Student - Surface

Location: Herzeliya

Surface Israel is looking for talented electrical engineer intern for the system engineering group.

Surface Israel team is developing custom technology solution for Microsoft’s Surface products.

The Verification group is looking for a knowledge thirsty student to become a part of a growing verification team in a successful company.

Step up to the challenge and quickly learn how to become a major part of a full in-house VLSI flow.

Learn how to define, drive and execute the latest verification methodologies, for proprietary IP’s & full SoC, along with advanced analog mixed signal design.

**Qualifications:**

- Excellent written and verbal communication skills.
- Talented, motivated and good interpersonal skills.
- Strong analytical and problem solving skills.
- Self-learner with ability to learn quickly.

**Requirements:**

- B.Sc. student in Electrical Engineering or Computer Engineering - Must
- 2nd or 3rd year Student toward B.Sc. in Electrical Engineering - Must
- Grade average of 85 or above from the three major universities - Must
- VLSI / DSP advanced courses - advantage
- Verilog coding and simulation experience - advantage
- C programming and/or Object orient programming - Advantage
- Scripting languages knowledge (prl/tcl/…) – Advantage
- Self-learning, highly motivated
- Able to commit and deliver on-time
- Availability of at least 20-25 hours per week.
- Flexible to work over time when required.

לפגוש וקרותkerja במעבדה בישראל

What will you do?